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Abstract: The image watermarking is the procedure of hiding a digital picture inside another image
for the copyright protection. Watermarking must has to be done in such a way that the original pixel
arrangement of the cover image does not get distorted. A lot of previous work has been done in the
contrast of effective and secure watermarking. In this paper, we have proposed a novel technique by
utilizing DWT, Neural Network and RSA encryption for improving security in watermarking which
is enhanced in our proposed model. The results are eva luated utilizing parameters PSNR (Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio) and MSE (Mean Squared Error). The whole simulation has been taken place
in MATLAB environment.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The quick improvement of advanced media gives an awesome comfort to receiving, utilizing,
adjusting the data [1]. The advancement in computer network communications creates data
transmission generally basic and brisk at the same time, there can likewise be risks of attacks in the
computerized media that is being transmitted [2]. There has been an unprecedented development of
methods for copyright protection of diverse sorts of information, particularly interactive media data
since the 1990s. This has got to be vital as a result of the straightforwardness in advanced duplicating
and dispersal. Computerized duplicates can be made like the first flag and later be reused or even
controlled. Detectable characteristics of proprietorship or credibility have been utilized for quite a
long time as a part of the type of stamps, seals, signatures [3]. Be that as it may, with the present
circumstance of information control advances, impalpable computerized imprints are needed [4].
Cryptography [5] is one among the arrangements that were recommended then yet as a rule, particular
and expensive equipment is likewise included. There is additionally an expanding requirement for
programming and now and again, equipment that takes into consideration security of proprietorship
rights. Another issue with cryptography is that, o nce the information is unscrambled, it will never
again be secure [6].
Digital watermarks have been as of late proposed for the verification and copyright protection of
audio, video and still pictures [7]. In such applications, the watermark is installed inside of a video
frame, cover image, or audio sequence such that resulting modification to the watermarked picture can
be distinguished with high likelihood [8]. An advanced watermark is an obvious or imperceptible
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recognizable proof code that is for all time inserted in the information and stays exhibit inside of the
information even after any decoding procedure [9]. As it were, a computerized watermark is a
recognizing bit of data that is held fast to the information that it is proposed to ensure which implies
that it ought to be hard to extract or expel the watermark from the watermarked item. The information
may be audio, picture or video. On the off chance that the information is replicated, then the data is
additionally conveyed in the duplicate [10, 11]. A specific sign may convey a few unique watermarks
in the meantime. Since watermarking can be connected to different sorts of information, the
intangibility imperative will take distinctive structures, contingent upon the properties of the recipient
[12]. Notwithstanding indistinctness, there are some alluring qualities that a watermark ought to have,
for example robustness. The watermark ought to be resistible to standard controls which may be
purposeful or unexpected and it ought to be factually irremovable.
Digital watermarking could probably be of two categories:
a) Visible watermarking and
b) Invisible watermarking [13].
In visible watermarking, the data is noticeable in the picture or feature. The data may be content or a
logo which recognizes the proprietor of the media. In invisible watermarking, data is added as
computerized information to picture, audio or video, yet can't be seen [14]. The concealed data can be
recognized to some degree.
The idea of computerized watermarking is gotten from steganography [18]. Both steganography and
watermarking depict systems that are utilized to keep data by implanting it into the cover information.
The systems utilized for steganography are normally not robust against alteration of the information.
Computerized watermarking then again ought to be strong against endeavors to uproot the concealed
information. A mainstream use of watermarking is verification of proprietorship.
II.

IMAGE WATERMARKING

Watermarking a picture is one of the digital data that can be watermarked. A modest procedure might
flip the last bit of information representing every single pixel in each photograph [19]. Therefore, the
picture will utmost likely not be conspicuously dissimilar as of the unique picture since altering any of
blue’s, red, or green, smallest significant bit will not impact the picture all that ample. This is applying
a watermark in the direction of a spatial domain [20]. There’s another method of enhancing a
watermark by way of adding it to a frequency domain. For instance, an individual may possibly create
a picture which goes by various alterations similar to Fast Fourier Transform in advance on applying
some watermark, and then prepare a transposed transformation to acquire the actual picture.
Image watermarking is characterized as the incognito implanting of information into advanced
pictures. Despite the fact that watermarking conceals data in any of the advanced Medias,
computerized images are the most prevalent as bearer because of their recurrence use on the web.
Since the extent of the picture record is immense, it can hide extensive measure of data [21]. HVS
(Human Visual System) can’t separate the typical image and the image with shrouded information.
What’s more with that advanced images incorporates substantial measure of abundance bits, pictures
transformed into the most popular cover articles for watermarking. Subsequently this exploration uses
image as cover file.
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In image watermarking the information is hidden exclusively in images, so that outsiders ca n decrypt
information easily [22]. Watermarking helps lot in the field of secret communication. Information
embedded in one image is sent from sender side to receiver side in such a process, that it not
distinguishable whether image contains important information or no t. The files that needed to be sent
from sender side can be text, image, and audio [23].Watermark Embedding Technique/algorithm
should be imperceptible i.e. embedding watermark should not affect the quality of image. Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) is calculated between the original
image and the corresponding watermarked image to measure of the quality of a watermarked image.
III.

STIMULATION M ODEL

The proposed idea will be implemented in MATLAB which is extensively utilized in all regions of
applied mathematics, in education as well as research by universities, and in the industry. The
methodology of proposed work is given as:
A.

Methodology

There are three panels given in the main GUI that are:
1. Training panel
Step 1: First of all, upload base image for training.
Step 2: DWT training applied. The discrete wavelet transform is an awfully valuable means for
signal investigation and image processing, principally in multi-resolution demonstration. It can
crumble signal into different components in the frequency sphere. The method goes in this manner:
A low pass filter in addition to a high pass filter is selected, in such a way that they exactly halve the
frequency range between themselves. This particular type of filter pair is entitled as Analysis Filter
pair. Initially, low pass filter is implemented for every single row of information, in that way
attaining the low frequency components of the row. Now, high pass filter is implemented for similar
row of information, as well as correspondingly high pass constituents are disjointed, and then
positioned next to the low pass components. This process is implemented for altogether rows.
Step 3: Then apply neural network for training. When performing classification analysis with a set of
current information, one communal method, entitled holdout authentication, is to splitting the
information inside a larger information group (often 80 percent) for training the neural network and a
smaller data set (20 percent) for analyzing the system. Training means discovering the neural
network weights and biases that minimize some error value.
2. Testing panel
Step 4: Then go to test panel and upload the test image/cover image from data base
Step 5: Then upload the image to be watermarked.
Step 6: Then apply RSA encryption. RSA stands for Rivest, Shamir, in addition to Adelman, one
more names on the designer. RSA can be used pertaining to key alternate along with digital camera
signatures and also the encryption associated with tiny blocks associated with files. Currently, RSA
is generally utilized to encrypt your procedure key useful for secret key encryption (message
integrity) or perhaps your message's hash value (digital signature).
Step 7: Then embed using Neural Network. Neural networks are those networks that are the
collection of simple elements which function parallel. A neural network could train to accomplish a
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particular operator by regulating values of the weights between elements. Network operator is
determined via connections in the middle of elements. There are several activation functions that are
used to produce relevant output.
Testing the NN is similar to the training process. After training, the NN is ready for testing using a
test dataset. This specific dataset is minor than training dataset to certify that network might detect
intrusions it was trained to detect. Likewise test dataset is completed once to conclude performance
rate. This specific rate is consists of a distinct detection rate as well as failure rate. The detection rate
is how well the network correctly identifies as normal or intrusion. The failure rate is the percentage
of misidentified.
3. Extraction panel
Step 8: Upload image.
Step 9: Extract using Neural Network.
Step 10: Evaluate parameters using Neural Network.
B.

Flowchart

Fig. 1 represents the flowchart for the proposed method.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart for proposed method
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IV.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

A.

Results and Discussion

The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. Football image is selected as a cover image.
The size of cover image is 512×512. Barbara image is selected as a watermark and the size of
watermark is 64×64. In table 1, PSNR and MSE are calculated to measure the performance of the
proposed algorithm.

Fig. 3: Watermark Image

Fig. 2: Cover Image
Table 1: PSNR and MSE values with various attacks

Sr. No.

Type of Attack

MSE

PSNR

1.

Watermarked Image

0.3071

54.4358

2.

Salt & Pepper Noise

0.4781

52.6841

3.

Gaussian Noise

0.4180

53.2927

4.

Speckle Noise

0.4781

52.6841

5.

Localvar Noise

0.5973

51.1997

6.

Rotation

0.6496

50.5874

7.

Median Filtering

0.5567

51.6431
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Fig. 4 and Fig 5 show the graphical representation of MSE and PSNR values with different attacks.
The result of MSE with different attacks lies between 0 and 0.7. The results are better with lower
MSE value. The result of PSNR with different attacks lies between 50 and 55. Quality of the image
is better with higher PSNR values.
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Fig. 4: Graph of MSE values
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Fig. 5: Graph of PSNR values
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The performance of the proposed method is compared with the existing method by using two
parameters i.e. MSE and PSNR as shown in table 2[16]. Office_4 image of size 512×512 is chosen
as a cover image and Barbara image of size 64×64 is chosen as a watermark.
Table 2: Comparison of existing and proposed scheme

Sr. No.

Type of
Attack

MSE(Existing) MSE(Proposed) PSNR(Existing) PSNR(Proposed)

1.

Watermarked
Image

0.9202

0.2631

42.2396

55.1358

2.

Salt & Pepper
Noise

0.6455

0.4091

50.1625

53.4134

3.

Median
Filtering

0.4468

0.7110

49.6735

50.4502

4.

Rotation

0.6324

0.4126

50.2536

52.8717

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of MSE values of the existing and proposed method. It is observed that
MSE values of the proposed method are lesser than the existing method. Lesser the value of MSE
better will be the results.

Fig. 6: Comparison of MSE values

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of PSNR values of the existing and proposed method. It is observed that
PSNR values of the proposed method are higher than the existing method. Higher the value of PSNR
better will be the results.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of PSNR values

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In the proposed work, we have used hybridization of dwt and neural network for training the images
initially. Later we used RSA encryption for encrypting data in the image and then embed it by
utilizing technique that is Neural Network. Once testing phase is completed then we have
successfully extracted the data from image. By again applying neural network and evaluate their
results on the basis of given parameters such as PSNR and MSE. The results obtained shows that we
have enhanced results as compared to previous systems utilized. In future we can use hybridization
of various algorithms to obtain optimized and much better results.
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